Human NCL Neuropathology.
The neuronal ceroid lipofuscinoses (NCL) currently encompass fourteen genetically different forms, CLN1 to CLN14, but are all morphologically marked by loss of nerve cells, particularly in the cerebral and cerebellar cortices, and the cerebral and extracerebral formation of lipopigments. These lipopigments show distinct ultrastructural patterns, i.e., granular, curvilinear/rectilinear and fingerprint profiles. They contain-although to a different degree among the different CLN forms-subunit C of ATP synthase, saposins A and D, and beta-amyloid proteins. Extracerebral pathology, apart from lipopigment formation, which provides diagnostic information, is scant or non-existent. The retina undergoes atrophy in all childhood forms. While many new data and findings have been obtained by immunohistochemistry in mouse and other animal models, similar findings in human NCL are largely missing, thus recommending respective studies of archived brain tissues. The newly described NCL forms, i.e., CLN 10 to CLN 14, also require further studies to provide complete neuropathology. This article is part of a Special Issue entitled: "Current Research on the Neuronal Ceroid Lipofuscinoses (Batten Disease)".